Maxim Integrated looked to Esker to modernize its accounts payable (AP) process and bring positive transformational changes to its entire organization

The Challenge

Prior to automating its AP operation with Esker, Maxim was manually processing an annual volume of approximately 163,000 invoices in nine different AP locations around the world, along with a large paper archive located in Texas.

Some of the biggest challenges associated with Maxim's previously manual AP process included:

- A home-grown workflow that required each invoice to be scanned in with a bar code
- No standard approvals or schedule of authorizations (CEO was approving everything over $1,000)
- Invoices did not have a purchase order (PO) attached
- Procurement and AP were not in alignment

“Pre-Esker, the in-house system we used for invoice processing was very manual and inefficient,” said Paul Mehigan, Worldwide Accounts Payable Process Owner at Maxim. “We actually had two employees who were solely hired to put bar codes on invoices to scan into the system. It was very labor intensive.”

The Solution

In an effort to eliminate paper invoices, automate approval workflow and improve its organizational efficiency, Maxim began its search for a replacement solution.

One of the most important criteria for Maxim was finding a solution to support their business on a global scale for its offices around the world. Maxim had aspirations to adopt a shared services center (SSC) model for AP processing, and needed a solution with capabilities to achieve this.

After narrowing down its search to four solution vendors, Maxim ultimately selected Esker’s cloud-based Accounts Payable solution. Maxim favored Esker’s solution functionality and global footprint that seemed to align with Maxim’s strategy.

“When we looked at the entire value proposition, Esker was head and shoulders above the other vendors,” said Mehigan. “It was an easy choice in the end.”

Support for shared services

Another major factor in Maxim’s decision to utilize Esker centered on the fact that the solution could be leveraged on-demand to transform its locations in the Philippines, Texas and Ireland into SSCs using electronic workflow and touchless processing capabilities. Esker’s solution reinforces the SSC model by providing the tools needed for rapid decision making, real-time data tracking and analytics.

“For any company operating with paper-based and manual processes, I strongly suggest they implement a system like Esker,” said Mehigan. “It brings huge improvements, drives efficiency in the business, and just makes it so much easier to do accounts payable.”

The Outcome

Following implementation of Esker’s Accounts Payable cloud-based solution, Maxim has realized a number of significant business benefits, including:

- Achieved a 95% on-time invoice payment rate, which has helped improve vendor relations and enhance company reputation.
- Eliminated paper invoicing, which has led to lower operational costs and fewer manual processing tasks.
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Not all of the benefits came in quantitative form though — Mehigan was also impressed by the knowledge and support from Esker staff, saying: “When we sought assistance from Esker they were always ready, willing and able to assist. They not only have superb knowledge of the Esker system, but in turn how it interacts and works with Maxim’s AP process.”

Today, Maxim continues to demand quick and accurate payables and transactions as the speed of business grows. Managing the workload is now much easier and more efficient with electronic documentation and Esker’s cloud-based solution.